Meeting the challenge of medical student placement capacity in primary care by rewiring later-career GPs

Thornton et al have missed a potentially significant way to increase medical student placement capacity in primary care and simultaneously help with GP retention. The Later Career and Retired Members group (LCARM) of the Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP) has, for a long time, been encouraging the development of ‘portfolio careers’ for older GPs. Diversifying the role of later-career GPs can enable them to remain clinically engaged while also developing and using other skills.

A promising way forward for maximising GP engagement with teaching would be for teams of teachers to be organised at Primary Care Network (PCN) level, with outreach to GPs considering reducing their clinical sessions. Often GPs have difficulty negotiating reduced hours with their practice, but the provision of funding to replace their clinical time will help. ‘Jobshare’ roles shared between later-career and younger GPs incorporating teaching can also be developed. The GPs within the teaching teams could be spread around all the practices within a PCN, working to consistently high standards and acting as ambassadors for teaching.

Rather than even thinking of adding mandatory teaching to the workforce that is already recognised as pressured and overstretched, medical schools could develop a previously untapped resource.
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Registered Reports: benefits and challenges of implementing in medicine

Registered Reports (RRs) are a publication format that is submitted in two stages. At Stage 1, the introduction and proposed methods are peer reviewed prior to commencing the study, and can be granted in-principle acceptance. At Stage 2, the full study is peer reviewed to ensure that the protocol has been adhered to, with minor deviations documented and justified. To date, over 350 offer publication through RRs. The format has been slower to be adopted across medical and health journals, with approximately 1% of journals indexed in MEDLINE offering RRs. The British Journal of General Practice (BJGP) is one such medical journal offering RR submissions, having introduced the format in 2020. However, uptake is low. Since its introduction in 2020, the BJGP has to date only published two.

There are several benefits to adopting RRs for the medical research community. RRs are granted in-principle acceptance based on the study protocol, which means the subsequent findings do not influence the decision to publish. Therefore, the format can improve research quality by reducing the incentive for researchers to use ‘questionable research practices’ to increase the chance of publication, such as HARKing (Hypothesising After Results are Known), p-hacking (re-running statistical analyses to generate a significant result), and selective outcome reporting. Stage 1 RRs also enable peer review to be received at a crucial stage where changes can be implemented. Early evidence suggests RRs are indeed leading to significant improvements in methodological design and analysis.

There are also useful benefits to researchers adopting the format, as RRs alleviate the pressure to report statistically significant results to increase the chance of publication. RRs can therefore minimise the ‘file-drawer effect’ where many studies with non-significant findings are never published. In April 2023, one of us (Kelly Lloyd) published an RR in the BJGP. While initially concerned that an RR would delay publication, the format likely resulted in a quicker publication than following the traditional route as non-significant findings were observed for the main hypothesis. Indeed, research has found that studies published through the traditional route report a much higher rate of positive findings than RRs (96% in traditional literature versus 44% in RRs).

Despite the benefits of RRs, there are also challenges. For one, the format was originally developed quite narrowly for hypothesis-driven research; however, RRs are continuously being adapted for other study designs, such as qualitative research. The time taken to review Stage 1 RRs will also inevitably delay study commencement, which can be challenging when there are contract and funding end dates. New initiatives are being developed to streamline this process. The ‘Peer Community in Registered Reports’ (PCI RR) aims to provide a central platform for receiving and reviewing RRs across multiple disciplinary journals, and also offers a scheduled review track to accelerate Stage 1 evaluation. Following acceptance of Stage 2, authors have the option...